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LESSON 8
Read this article about a great Australian leader. Then answer questions about the article.
Write the answers for Numbers 1 to 12.

An Australian Legend
John Curtin was Prime Minister of Australia through the dark days of
World War Two. He was a capable and strong-willed leader who left a mark on
Australian history that is still felt to this day.
John Curtin was born in the Victorian town of Creswick in 1885. His family
was poor. At the age of thirteen Curtin had to leave school to start work as
a newspaper copy boy in Melbourne. He made up for his short education by
reading everything he could get his hands on, and this sparked an interest in
politics. If you walked along the Yarra River in 1908, you would likely come
across Curtin telling his political opinions to anyone who passed. Curtin already
held strong views and wasn’t shy about defending them. When World War
One broke out he spent time in jail. This was for protesting conscription by
not attending a medical exam when he was called up to fight. Though his poor
eyesight would have disqualified him from service, he didn’t think Australians
should be sent off to die in a war that wasn’t theirs.
Curtin became leader of the Australian Labor Party in 1935. Up until then
Robert Menzies and his government had easily dominated, but under Curtin
Labor started to make up ground. They narrowly lost the 1940 election. But in
1941 the Menzies government collapsed. John Curtin, a man of peace, suddenly
found himself the leader of a country at war. Soon afterwards, the Japanese
bombed Darwin. For the first time in Australian history, invasion seemed a very
real threat.
Curtin made three important decisions. The first was to bring home two
divisions of Australian troops from North Africa. This met with furious opposition
from England’s Prime Minister Winston Churchill, but Curtin stood up to him
and won. Secondly, Curtin appealed directly to the United States for help, rather
than England. It was the beginning of a bond of friendship and mutual military
support that continues today. At around this time, Curtin also gave Labor one of
its greatest ever election victories. Thirdly, Curtin reintroduced conscription in
Australia. This was an unpopular decision that caused a lot of emotion, not least
for the Prime Minister himself. The stress it caused for Curtin and his own party
was very great.
By 1945 the Allies were winning the war, but Curtin was too ill to celebrate.
John Curtin died of a heart attack on 5 July 1945. It was just six weeks before the
Allies defeated Japan and ended World War Two. Curtin was probably Australia’s
greatest ever leader, and left a mark on Australia that is still felt today.
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 FIND IT 
1.

Where did the young John Curtin spread his political views?

2.

How old was John Curtin when he left school?

3.

What does the word conscription mean in the second paragraph of the story?
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 CONNECT IT 
4.

What is the first paragraph of the story mostly about?

5.

Write a summary of the fourth paragraph of the story.

6.

The chart shows a cause and effect
relationship. Write the cause of the
effect, which belongs in the first
box.
Cause

Effect
Curtin spent
time in jail.
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LESSON 10
Read this article about an important but unknown moment in history. Then answer
questions about the article. Write the answer for Numbers 1 to 12.

The Unknown Hero
It was the height of the Cold
War. America and Russia had been
facing off against each other for
more than thirty years. Australia, as
an ally of America, was on one side
of a conflict that spanned the entire
globe. But few people realise just
how close this war came to
becoming a catastrophe.
On 26 September 1983,
Lieutenant Colonel Stanislav Petrov
was in charge of Serpukhov-15, an
early warning bunker just outside of
Moscow in Russia. Petrov was a
scientist in Air Defence. He was
filling in for someone who was off
sick. His main duty today was
watching the satellite early warning
network, which would tell him
about any attack on Russia by
America. In this event, his job was
to tell his superiors. Their policy at
the time was to respond by
launching a nuclear counterattack.
This was called “Mutually Assured
Destruction”. It was a policy meant
to stop either side attacking each
other, because it would involve
them being destroyed as well.
But this plan nearly went very
wrong. Just after midnight, the
early warning system told Petrov
that the United States had launched
a nuclear missile aimed at Moscow.
Most people would have panicked.
Petrov kept a cool head. He knew
that it was very unlikely that
America would attack with just one
missile. They would want to do as
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much damage as possible before
Russia could fight back. He decided
that the warning was a computer
error and didn’t tell his superiors. A
little while later the warning system
sounded again, telling him that this
time there were five missiles headed
for Russia. Again, Petrov decided it
was a mistake.
Luckily, Petrov’s instincts
proved correct. It was later
discovered that the missiles were
computer errors. The satellites used
to provide early warnings had
mistaken sunlight bouncing off
clouds for missiles. If Petrov had
reported these warnings it is likely
Russia would have attacked the
United States, starting a nuclear
war that could have killed millions,
if not billions, of people around the
world.
Petrov was praised by some of
his superiors and told off by others.
The event embarrassed Russia and
it was kept secret until 1998. Petrov
didn’t get any reward for saving the
world. Instead he got given a worse
job and eventually quit the army.
But in the 1990s, people started to
hear about his actions for the first
time. On 23 June 2004 the
Australian Senate commended
Petrov. They said that if he hadn’t
acted, “the number of nuclear
weapons that would have been
launched would have been enough
to end civilisation and kill most
living things”.
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